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'RStudio' Addin for Building Shiny Apps per Drag & Drop

Description

This 'RStudio' addin makes the creation of 'Shiny' and 'ShinyDashboard' apps more efficient. Besides the necessary folder structure, entire apps can be created using a drag and drop interface and customized with respect to a specific use case. The addin allows the export of the required user interface and server code at any time. By allowing the creation of modules, the addin can be used throughout the entire app development process.

Details
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Type: Package
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shinyQuickStarter

Starts the ShinyQuickStarter Addin in RStudio.

Description

Starts the ShinyQuickStarter Addin in RStudio.

Usage

shinyQuickStarter()
shinyQuickStarter
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Examples
## Not run: shinyQuickStarter()
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